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PREAMBLE
During the late sixties at the Free University in Amsterdam, while I was
struggling to master the complex Christian philosophy of Herman Dooyeweerd,
Ammi van Wyk - Theology student at the time - offered me some unsolicited
advice: AIf you want to understand any thinker=s work albeit complex and
dense, you need to discover the >Akey@ to the understanding of his oeuvre...= he
said. His advice was timely and to the point and I still owe him a debt of
gratitude. Contemplating my own journey in Christian philosophy which
intersected from time to time with Ammi van Wyk=s philosophical journey, I
came to the conclusion that two strong Biblical images come to mind: the
image of light and the image of the covenantal law. Because I believe Ammi=s

work was developed within the same tradition, I would like to explore these
Biblical themes for the development of Christian philosophy.
One of the most prevalent images in Scripture is the image of light, most
powerfully embodied in the struggle of the two realms: the Kingdom of light
and the Kingdom of darkness. This image of light - more specifically the light
of God=s Word, symbolized in the Jewish minora - the motto of the University
of Potchefstroom is based on Psalm 36:10 (verse 9 in New Revised Standard
Version): AFor with you is the fountain of life, in your light we see light...@ is the
image that I would like to unpack in this paper. One of the earliest images of
this Christian philosophy that opened a new world of understanding to me was
the image of the white light refracted by a prism into the spectrum of colours,
of the rainbow. A simple image, to be sure, but a powerful one, suggesting the
omnipresence of the light of God=s revelation in the unity and diversity of
creation, and its convergence in and reference to the central white light of the
Morning Star, Jesus Christ, who is able to dispel the darkness in human lives,
in theories and in culture.

The second Biblical image, the image of the Law or the Torah, is as
prevalent as the first, the image of light. As the Morning Star drives darkness
out, so the presence of the law reminds creation that the Sovereign God is
covenantally present and that in His law God is faithful to His creation. We
notice this in the reliability of the force of gravity, the reliability of the change
of seasons, but also in the predictability of natural phenomena.

Obedient

response to this law of the Lord is life-giving. It is like being nourished by bread
- the bread of Life.
Does philosophy really matter? Now, no one in his right mind would
dare to ask: Does cancer research matter? Or do budget cuts matter? Or
does pollution matter? Does peacekeeping in Bosnia matter? The answers to
these questions are self-evident and obvious.

But if the same question is

framed concerning philosophy, the retort is soon heard: APhilosophy bakes no
bread.... to which one needs to respond unequivocally A... but, without
philosophy no bread would ever have been baked!@ To what extent the baking
of bread in the widest metaphorical sense of the term, is dependant on

philosophy and its moorings in the Biblical images mentioned above, is what I
intend to explore in this paper.
In order to accomplish this, that is, to convince both listener and speaker
that philosophy matters, I need to ask your patience as I unpack the images of
light and limits, images which metaphorically set the parameters for the
discussion of the nature of philosophy and its mediating role in the resolution
of what the Dutch Calvinist philosopher, Van Riessen (1970), called Aboundary
problems@.

These are the difficult-to-resolve but perennially present issues

related to both society and the sciences, the humanities and the social sciences
with which humankind cannot refuse to deal. The answers to these questions
come to expression in a worldview which provides a way of looking at the
world, at historical events and at one=s own experiences. It helps one Amake
sense@ of one=s personal history and experiences, but also of the place one=s own
experiences and history share in the grand scale of events under God=s
providential guidance. Scholars deal with these problems too, but in a more
general, perhaps universal, way.

One such problem of special interest to

scholarship is the question concerning order or structure or the quest for an
understanding of Auniversals@. The reason why this is important to Scholars is
that the search for order and the attempt to understand structure are at the
heart of theorizing in all disciplines.
Christian philosophy:Generating light
If what Lesslie Newbigin says is true, that our society is no longer a secular
society but has become a pagan society A far more resistant to the gospel than
the pre-Christian paganism with which cross-cultural missions have been
familiar@ (Newbigin, 1996), then it is clear that in order to bring light into
this pagan darkness Christian scholars will have imaginatively to rethink their
regular run-of-the-mill teaching and research, creatively to seek ways and
means to generate scholarly light in the darkness of such a pagan culture. This
plea has so often been heard from both Reformed and Evangelical Christian
circles that it most probably has become a resounding cliche (A. Plantinga,
Nicholas Wolterstorff, Carl Henry). It would be superfluous and a waste of
valuable time to belabour this point once more.

What this claim - of bringing light into the darkness of neo-pagan
culture and scholarship - entails obviously needs to he fleshed out, it needs to
be given body and limbs, and to take shape and develop in the scholarly
enterprise in which the Lord has called His people to be storytellers of the
great deeds of God to a new generation (Ps. 78; Seerveld, 1978).

These

stories inevitably involve issues that are at the core of human existence, the
typical ultimate questions of human life and history. In this respect the issues
dealt with in academic storytelling do not differ fundamentally from those of
everyday human experience.
The ultimate frame of reference within which a Christian seeks to
understand Ahis/her-story@ is the relationship to God. This is looking at reality
from the perspective of our religious or confessional commitment to the Lord
whom we, as reformational believers, confess is intimately concerned with
every single aspect of our human lives and of creation. When we come to
understand that the Lord Jesus Christ reigns over every single aspect of our
human lives, we hopefully come to understand that the stories we have to tell

about God=s great deeds are related not only to our so-called Aspiritual quest@
but also to very ordinary aspects of human life and the miracle of God=s
providence and sustenance of our personal and communal lives -- a pervading
reality which qualifies the most mundane aspect of life as Aspiritual@.
THE PIVOTAL ROLE OF PHILOSOPHICAL STORYTELLING
Scholars who are committed to a holistic and integral understanding of
faith and life also feel called to relate all of their theoretical understanding of
God=s world to God=s revelation in creation, in Scripture and in Jesus Christ.
And this is what I would like to call Aacademic storytelling@. A community of
Christians with a reformational view of the world needs artisans and
shoemakers, butchers and artists, teachers, doctors, cooks, waiters, librarians
and actors. But it also requires scholars who are committed to the theoretical
understanding and interpretation of the wondrous works of God in creation,
human life and history (Seerveld). This is the primary task of higher education
where the discipline of philosophy, the act of philosophizing and the product of
this activity - Aphilosophy@ - needs to fulfil a pivotal role. It is to this pivotal

role of philosophical storytelling that I want to direct your attention.

Philosophical stories and philosophical frameworks are at the core of all
the manifold theoretical tales we tell our students and our peers in the halls of
the academy. These philosophical stories provide the frameworks which shed
or conceal light on the fundamental issues that all disciplines deal with, and
specifically illuminate the limits, the boundaries of our subject matter, which
are recognized or distorted by theories in the various disciplines.

This is

illustrated in the realm of psychology in the following quote from Sigmund
Koch (1981:267) :
AAre we conceptually independent of philosophy? In a word, no.
Most of our ideas have come from the 26 centuries of philosophy
preceding the birth of our partition myth ...
Though most of us have generated a vociferous rhetoric of
independence in this century (especially those of behaviourist
persuasion) one and all of necessity presupposed strong, if garbled
philosophical commitments in the conduct of their work.
Psychology
is necessarily the most-philosophy sensitive discipline in the entire

gamut

of disciplines that claim empirical status. We cannot

discriminate a socalled variable, pose a research question, choose
or invent a method, project a theory, stipulate a psychotechnology
without making strong presumptions of philosophical cast about the
nature of our human subject matter - presumptions that can be
ordered to age-old contexts of philosophical discussion.@
The reliance on and presence of philosophical assumptions is also
acknowledged in General Systems Theory, a popular and prevalent approach
present in Biology, Sociology, Social Work, Political Theory and various other
disciplines. Weltman (1973:14) recognizes this but points to an even more
fundamental characteristic of these philosophical assumptions. He calls the
underlying structure of reality uncovered by Systems Theory Athe ultimate
reality@, a reality which cannot be proved or disproved, but can only be stated.
He says:
AIt is basically a metaphysical scheme which seeks to find in reality an
ultimate orderliness above and beyond the ken of normal scientific
methods of verification@.
These metaphysical schemes harbour the ultimate commitments of
theories, just as human stories are fundamentally the stories of human lives
being lived within the parameters set by deep personal religious commitments.

When Laszlo (1972), one of the expositors of Systems Theory, extols the
virtues of Systems he exhorts us to revere Anatural systems@, he sees man and
nature as an A... embracing network of dynamic, self-regulating and selfcreative processes@. He continues:
ATo know this is to admire the matrix out of which we arose, and to
want to preserve what we are. We do not need elaborate fantasies or
tales of legendary creation@
(Laszlo, 1972:289).
This quote obviously tells its own story.

These are philosophical

assumptions that undergird his Systems view of the world, philosophical
assumptions that fulfil a very similar role to those that creation stories
would within the life of a religious community or individual believer.
In a Sociology textbook of the eighties by Sullivan (1980) three
sociological approaches, Functionalism, Conflict theory and Interactionism, are
discussed, and there the inevitable presence of these philosophical assumptions
in the theoretical description and explanation of social problems such as sex
roles, divorce and drug abuse are articulated.

These theories, the authors

argue, propose radically different views of humankind, society, the nature of
social problems and the possibilities of human intervention into these

pathological states. These are three alternative sociological approaches that
approximate the laws or regularities characteristic of the phenomena and
which each represent a different set of answers to the ultimate questions about
nature, humankind and society -- questions presupposed in most theories that
deal with human behaviour.

These answers are theoretical articulations of

questions that we all answer in the stories of our lives, stories that come to
expression in our worldviews.
What is the point of my story? It is a point already made both by Karl
Popper (1972) and by post-modernist philosophy of science (Rouse, 1991).
Popper pointed out that:
AScience never starts from scratch, it can never be described as
free from assumptions; for every instant it presupposes a horizon of
expectations - yesterday= horizon of expectations, as it were. Today=s
science is built upon yesterday=s science (and so it is the result of
yesterday=s searchlight); and yesterday=s science, in turn, is based on the
science of the day before. And the oldest scientific theories are built on

pre-scientific myths, and these, in their turn, on still older expectations.@
In the seventies Kisiel and Johnson (1974:147) characterized the Anew@
philosophy of science ushered in by the work of the Historical School in the
Philosophy of Science: (Kuhn, Hanson, Feyerabend, et al,) as:
..the view that all of science is directed by historically determined global
presuppositions

... which operate at a level deeper, more tacit and

more comprehensive than that upon which theorems are determined by
axioms.
These presuppositions are named differently by different authors:
Aparadigms@ or Adisciplinary matrix@ (Kuhn, 1970-11973;1974), Aideals of
natural order@ (Collingwood, 1940), Afundamental patterns of expectations@
(Spragens, 1973).

Academic storytellers employ theories which assume or

depend on implicit answers to what they regard to be the limits, the grounds,
the foundations of their body of knowledge. Insofar as they do this - and I
argue that they cannot escape doing this - they are involved in philosophical
issues thoroughly laden with religious direction, a point which Roy Clouser has

convincingly developed in his book, The Myth of Religious Neutrality, 1991.
Scholars work with theories which try to give an account of the orderly
nature of phenomena in order to understand the order for the phenomena
they deal with. Theories are embedded in philosophies based on worldviews.
One of the pivotal beliefs/assumptions in any theory and its accompanying
worldview is its understanding of the nature of this order.

Once it is

recognized that theories are embedded in philosophical frameworks (Spragens,
1973:123) and that philosophical frameworks can be discerned in the
historical development of theories in a discipline, then the stage is set to deal
with deeper philosophical issues. Perhaps this becomes apparent when one
compares the continuity and difference between the intuitive (naive) everyday
experience of regularities in the world and the experience of the same reality
through the mediation of theories.
THE FACT ABOUT FACTS OF THE MATTER
The theoretical framework present in the theories of either Medicine or
Music or any other discipline is not just an interpretation that is imposed on

the facts or used to interpret the Afacts@, but it determines what is regarded as
a Afact@ at all. To be able to make the simple statement that something is a
Afact@ already implies the implementation of some system of categories in
terms of which an observation organizes or makes sense of a perception. To be
able to identify something as simple as a cube or a square or a circle implies
that one has already interpreted the mere lines one perceives Ato be something
or other@. Perhaps the best example of this is the set of categories used in
Crystallography to classify crystals. Whether a stone set in a ring is seen to be
a diamond or a piece of glass is certainly no interpretation added to the fact
of the matter.
There is more to seeing than meets the eye.... This is true for everyday
observation, which is conditioned by the categorical frameworks typical of our
worldviews, and it is also true of scientific observation which is thoroughly
theory-laden with the categories that theoretical frameworks prescribe. Let us
call them Ascientific worldviews@ >. Theories about the subject matter of the
disciplines in which we work are embedded in (scientific) worldviews which

direct the way in which theoretical problems are formulated and determine
the type of Ahunches@ or conjectures that are regarded as acceptable points of
departure for the explanation of the Afacts@.

Interestingly enough these

hunches are often embodied in metaphorical language which provides a first
intuitive level of access to the structure to be theoretically captured and
explained. They also prescribe what will be regarded as the solution of the
theoretical problems which become visible within the parameters set by some
theoretical framework. So a theory and its way of looking at the world
determines what theoreticians see and what they think are the problems to
be solved, and to some extent even dictates the acceptable solutions.
What does this have to do with a Christian perspective?

Or,

reformulated: how do we confess Jesus Christ, our Lord, in scholarly work?
Mere recognition of the theory-ladenness of facts is inadequate to show that a
religiously determined worldview determines the way we see the world. That
would require more argument, an argument thoroughly worked out by Roy
Clouser in his book on the Myth of Religious Neutrality qf Scientfic Theories

(1991) with which I concur. The deepest faith commitments of a scholar
enter into her theoretical work through the mediation of a (scientific) world
view with its embedded philosophical assumptions about the subject matter.
Philosophical assumptions are about the fundamental structure (order) of the
world and imply assumptions about the nature of this order or structure.
Metaphorical language often reveals this mediation.
Our central confession of Jesus Christ as Lord and our defense of the
faith comes to expression in a different way in the family, the realm of politics,
the realm of the school and in the academy. The way we proclaim Christ in
the academy is in witnessing to the fact that the fundamental assumptions at
work in theories need to be in line with a (scientific) worldview which honours
the unity and diversity of God=s creation, the claims of God=s Word in Scripture
and the fellowship with the risen Christ. Such a witness needs to attest to the
recognition of the fallenness of human life and creation and the total renewal
made possible through Christ=s death and resurrection.
One of the most pivotal of these philosophical issues is the understanding

of the notion of law/order, limits and/or boundaries underlying the dominant
theories in a discipline. Having said this, one needs to recognize that these
insights are not new, certainly not earth-shattering, and not insights common
only to Christian approaches to the special scientific disciplines. Moreover
although many will agree that the notion of order is a central and contentious
issue in post modern discussions in most disciplines, the recognition that this
issue is

Areligious@in

nature or that

philosophical presuppositions reveal

religious choices will be contested by many who are willing to concede the
former point. One of the aspects of these sets of philosophical questions and
the challenges it poses to Christian scholars I propose to highlight briefly under
the following two headings:
* Raiders of the lost universal or the endless search for the elusive
universal (with apology to Stephen Spielberg).
To which Christian scholars are called to respond with some:
* Lighthearted philosophical storytelling (with gratitude to Calvin
Seerveld).

RAIDERS OF THE LOST UNIVERSAL
Common to most traditions in philosophy has been some approximation
of the notion that the world we live in is conditioned or transcended by a
reality which, in some way or other, is as present in the world we live in as in
the actual experiences of everyday. About the nature of this reality there are
differences of opinion. Yet the recurring recognition that some sort of order or
structure is basic to reality surfaces intermittently through the history of
philosophy and the disciplines, and is also true for everyday life experiences.
This notion, in some form or other is also present in science and theoretical
accounts of the structure of the world. If one takes developments in the
philosophy of science as indicators, then it is soon clear that this problem is as
prevalent in this area as it is prevalent in the various disciplines and in postmodern culture. Developments in philosophy and philosophy of science are a
litmus test of the movements taking place in the various disciplines. One such
a development is the question concerning the nature of

law/order which

regulates the world we live in. So for example in the history of physics one

could find diverse interpretations of the structure of atoms and their orderly
interaction.

Some would argue these atoms actually do exist (scientific

realism); others would say that they are just necessary fictions which scientists
use like scaffolding until a theory is proved (instrumentalism)- others would
contest that terms like Aatom@ refer to anything that really exists but are mere
terms or names (nominalism) we give to things; still others would argue that
these

names

and

what

they

refer

to

are

mere

social

conventions(conventionalism). These views in turn are closely related to basic
philosophical views about the nature of order, limits and or boundaries in
reality.
Most fundamental turns in the history of philosophy are attempts at
localizing these limits of reality and human life in reality itself, in either the
subject or the object.

The pivotal issue at the centre of the Aturns@ in

philosophy of science appears to be diverse articulations of this locus of order.
If Christian philosophy wants to shed light on this issue so central to the heart
of theorizing, it needs to develop a dynamic understanding of the notion of

law, order, limits and boundaries and the way such an understanding could
inform the discussions concerning scientific realism and the end(s) of
philosophy.
Most authors shy away from postulating some accessible independent,
conditioning universal order because of the problems surrounding the
traditional view of linguistic or ontological universals and essentialism. The
argument against essentialism and the recognition of some form of universals
seems to run as follows: the only access one has to this reality is language and
the communities that form and change languages-, therefore, although such a
reality might exist, science can have no real access to it. But the paradox is
that in each historical turn in the development of the sciences, some or other
aspect of reality is declared ultimate and the final locus of order, whereas the
issue of the nature and existence of such order is often either taken for granted
or not given any account of. It is especially the preoccupation with scientific
change and the obvious instability of scientific concepts that has brought about
renewed interest in the relationship of stability and order on the one hand and

changing perceptions and concepts on the other (Cf.

Collins, 1985 -

Nersessian, 1984a&b; 1991a&b), not to mention Achaos theory@ as a
concealed search for complex order (Bohm, 1980; 1992).
It is this perennial search for the elusive universal that surfaces in each of
the Aturns@ in either philosophy or science which Aturn@ up with monotonous
regularity in the literature. The Positivists= Logicistic turn is followed by The

Linguistic turn (or language as metaphor for reality and knowledge) which can
be summarized in Wittgenstein=s dictum: the limits of my language mean the
limits of my world. Ordinary language philosophy can be associated with the
view that the structure of reality is a projection (not a reflection!) of the
grammar of language, so that the investigation into how words are used is
simultaneously an enquiry into ontology (Thompson, 1983:24) and a
philosophical notion duly appropriated by Peter Winch in his Idea of a Social

Science and its relation to Philosophy, (1967) and in many other disciplines.
These

turns

were

followed

by

the

Historical/Historicist,

Sociological,

Hermeneutical and Cognitivist turns. All these Aturns@ seem to be bound in

their point of departure to an epistemological position which could best still be
described as that of modernity, i.e., anchored in the Enlightenment ideal of the
subject-object divide and the belief that objective rational knowledge can be
acquired, yet attempting to approach this rational objective knowledge via the
medium of the knowing subject.
Each one of the Aturns@ in philosophy and philosophy of science participates
in the quest for order and the perennial search for the elusive Auniversal@.
Moreover, these turns in philosophy and philosophy of science either represent
or reflect similar searches in scientific theories.
Perhaps this is best illustrated in the Logicistic Turn brought about by
neo-positivism: the Logical Positivists of the Vienna Circle were convinced that
>what scientific disciplines needed was one common language - the language of
physics, a language cleansed of all possible religious and metaphysical debris.
So convinced were these enlightened scholars that a science free of metaphysics
and theology ought to be developed, that they set out on a purifying,
clarifying, sanitizing and cleansing expedition of all the sciences. And like good

Dutch housewives they would be satisfied only when every speck of
metaphysical dust and theological cobwebs had been cleared from science. The
method they proposed for this Aspring cleaning@ was logical analysis.

The

Logicistic turn emphasized the use of logical methods in the process of the
justification of theories and the characterization of rationality and truth.
Logical Positivists argued that by sterilizing and sanitizing language, by
removing all metaphysical and theological elements, they would provide science
with a neutral set of formulae that could be manipulated by formal logic
(Neurath, 1973:306).

This was all in the service of the spirit of

enlightenment, as they formulated it. It would, so they argued, be possible to
reduce most of the laws in the various fields to physical laws. This form of
reductionism@ aptly called Anothing buttery...@ by Donald MacKay (1974) was a
sort of Aanorexia@ of the sciences. Who in his right mind would follow suit?
According to reliable sources and by their own recognition, just about every
single discipline in the academy!
Did this strange philosophy matter? Well, to them it did, enough to

embark on a crusade of providing both the sciences and society with
intellectual tools for the conscious reshaping of life and society.

Did they

provide the history of philosophy with light? Well, if it is taken into account
that this understanding of the nature of science was the dominant approach
for at least five decades and that most natural and social sciences by their own
admission based their epistemology on this approach, then it is clear that this
philosophy mattered.
During the course of the >sixties this preoccupation with language had a
concomitant Aturn@ to the history of consecutive language games, forms of life
and/or scientific paradigms, the so-called Historicist turn (cf. Kisiel, 1974;
Shapere, 1966) represented by Hanson, Toulmin, Polanyi, Kuhn, Feyerabend,
et al.

The historicist emphasis leads to a recognition of and sociological

emphasis on the role of the scientific community as initiator and sanctor of the
legitimacy of scientific knowledge and language.

With the Historicist turn

came a consciousness of the significant role of theoretical frameworks in science
and the understanding that these frameworks are bound to metaphysical and

other assumptions. About the question of how the regularities, the limits that
theories tried to explain, were to be localized, differences of opinion remained,
but this development showed a strong leaning toward a Kantian understanding
where the laws are the product of human intellect.

Did this philosophy

matter? There is not a single discipline represented in the academy that did
not buy into this development. The notion of a Aparadigm@ which has become
part and parcel of everyday parlance is probably one of the most prominent
legacies of this movement but with these insights both the positive and
negative dimensions of a rethinking of rationality and relativism were ushered
in to the building of the academy.
The Historical and the Sociological Turn (Brown, 1984:3-40) with its
variations of conventionalism and constructivism is perhaps best represented in
the work of Richard Rorty and in epistemolgy in the The Strong Programme

of Sociology of Knowledge of the Edinburgh School, and Harry Collins= (1985)
constructivism or so-called Empirical Programme of Relativism, which locates
the regularity of the world in the regularity of our institutionalized beliefs that

impose themselves on the world . . . the locus of order is society (Collins,
1985:148). This perennial search for the elusive universal reaches a dead-end
in post-modernism, characteristically typified in the phrase AThe unbearable
lightness of being Apostmodern@, by Gary John Percesepe in Christian

Scbolars=Review in 1990. It is exactly the heavy foundationalist assumptions
that are being interrogated by postmodernism (Percesepe, 1990:125).
Percesepe claims the mark of the postmodern is Athe stark refusal to cultivate
a nostalgia for the unattainable@ (1990:129), and the unattainable is clearly
the discovery of foundations for our knowledge or of being in the world
coupled with any form of essentialism (Cf. Fraser and Nicholson, 1988) and
the nostalgia for the whole and the one - the total (Lyotard, 1984:81).
What is attractive and compelling in this article is the author=s insistence
that the problems that plague Western society and its intellectual pursuits are
not only to be attributed to recent developments in post-modern philosophy,
but should be recognized for what they are, namely, the end-product and
historical outcome of philosophizing and theorizing which systematically

undermined and questioned the foundations of the available meta-narratives
of the West. Percesepe suggests that these meta-narratives have always been
exceedingly fragile.

And we have been masters at both declaring these

narratives as total and true and suspiciously undermining the foundations on
which they were built. So the questioning of the foundations has been part
and parcel of the history of Western philosophizing since long before the advent
of postmodernism. Percesepe warns us to try to refrain from Acursing the
darkness@, or to name the darkness with but one name, Apost-modernism@.
Moreover he points clearly to the fact that the darkness nestles deeply within
us all, and has always been part of our individual and communal intellectual
pursuits.
It is possible to argue that the Amalaise of modernity@ (Taylor) is a very
special case of darkness, but this presupposes the assumption that what
preceded modernity was light or gradations of light - the light of reason,
perhaps ... ? It is exactly against this light that post-modernism has rebelled.
It is exactly this notion of rationality that post-modernism has called into

question (Rouse, 1991). After having given up on the possibility of arriving at
Truth and having concluded that the long-sought-after foundation is
groundless, what remains is only the dialogue of the philosophical community
in which we are left to console each other with the conversation about/at (?)
the end(s) of philosophy (Percesepe, 1990:120).
In post-modernism philosophy finds itself not only at the end of an age;
but post-modernism also signals a turning point in the Aturns@.

This

development is not the essence of darkness, to use a metaphor the
postmodernists would be loath to accept, but the culmination of a historical
process in which we have allowed human intellectual arrogance to eclipse the
clear and lucid light of God=s revelation in His creation and in Scripture, which
proclaims that God is the Lawgiver and not our reason, senses, language or
social community, how tempting this might be to believe - and how tempted
we are to allow these derailing insights uncritically to inform our theorizing
and our educational stories.
I do not think one needs philosophical sophistication to realize that these

developments represent both honest intellectual struggles that have succeeded
in getting hold of rays of light, but also that in these struggles the pockets of
darkness have not been eradicated. Whether one formulates the central issue
at stake here as Anominalism@ or Arealism@ is to some degree immaterial. These
developments represent the search for some common denominator or ultimate
ground of human knowledge - the search for the elusive Auniversal@ whether on
the ontological, epistemological or linguistic, level.
The Aturns@ I have briefly mentioned are all attempts at giving some
account of the stable/changing order in the world and of our human capacity
to know and name this order.

They do not recognize sufficiently that

objectivity and certitude cannot be anchored in either subject or object, but
needs to be anchored in the common universal conditioning order of Gods law
for creation which conditions the existence, experience, knowledge and naming
of both subject and object. And it is to witness to this covenantal call that
Christian scholars, and specifically Christian philosophers, are called to be
lighthearted story tellers.

In spite of the philosophical and historical baggage which formed part
and parcel of Herman Dooyeweerd=s Transcendental Critique of Theoretical

Thought, I found his analysis of a ground idea and idea of law one of the most
illuminating insights which showed a way to deal with critical issues in the
area of politics, social science and philosophy. The notion of law has been one
of the most helpful insights I could gain from Dooyeweerd and Vollenhoven=s
philosophy. This was the Akey@ of Dooyeweerd=s thought, which opened up the
understanding of his philosophy for me, but also opened up clear inroads into
the understanding of the world. But, I must add, a simple and very pretheoretical chapter in van Riessen=s work, Wijsbegeerte (1970), opened the
insight to me that God=s law is his covenantal law, the law which binds Him to
His creation and envelops our creation through the bond of His love. This law
not only sets the limits for created reality, but is also the bond of God=s
faithfulness to His creation.

LIGHTHEARTED PHILOSOPHICAL STORYTELLING (2 COR. 4:6)

I don=t think I need to explain what I mean by Alighthearted.@ if God=s
revelation speaks to us through the light of His Word and His creation, then we
are called by Him who sent the Morning Star to banish the darkness also of
human hearts, to work diligently at understanding the structure of the world
He has called us to profess. Lighthearted philosophical storytelling requires
philosophical tools in order to unmask the implicit dark philosophical
assumptions at work in the theories to which we expose our students. How do
we steer their intellectual development in the direction of the light and away
from the pockets of darkness so prevalent in the philosophical heritage of the
West? How do we discern and distinguish light from darkness in the theories
and textbooks we require our students to read with care? Without a Biblical
vision systematically articulated in a Christian philosophy our students are not
adequately equipped to deal with the issues pertaining to light and darkness
present in their theoretical apparel.

Without this equipment they will not

learn to do justice to the rays of light and darkness present in the plurality of
theories and perspectives they are confronted with.

It is clear that convincing answers to these questions need to steer a
course between Aflabby@ (Wayne Booth, 1986) pluralism which assumes that
mere knowledge of a plurality of perspectives automatically assures immunity
against the darkness and Awild@ (Bernstein, 1987) pluralism which rejects any
possibility of communication between different positions and therefore gives up
on the call to professing Christ even before we have started. I propose that the
development of critical philosophical skills coupled with responsible analysis of
the theoretical infrastructure of theories require solid philosophical grounding
of both teachers and students and requires the recognition of philosophy=s
legitimate place in the Curriculum. Why? Because philosophical systems and
frameworks embody humankind=s vision of what constitutes order and
meaning in human life and reality, and because these systems reflect the
deepest answers to the human predicament. Moreover:
AThe philosophy and historiography assumed in the classroom teaching of
any subject acts like a preemptive strike upon the student, because much
as your mother tongue, which you learn even before you can speak,
determines your world of conversation, so philosophy veritably functions
as a schooled memory, and becomes the reservoir shaping the student=s

ideas and conceptual world.@
(Seerveld, 1990:81).
Responsible scholarly work requires a testing of the Aspirits@ in order to
take every thought captive in obedience to Christ. If academics are not able to
do this, we need to devise creative and imaginative ways of Faculty
development that could make this possible. The discernment required of a
Christian scholar implies a sensitivity to the spirit that motivates and
drives the deep assumptions of theories, and an ability to identify those notions
that lead to a distortion or perversion of God=s good creation. After having
given up on the possibility of arriving at Truth and having concluded that the
long-sought-after foundation is groundless, what remains is only the dialogue
of the philosophical community in which we are left to console each other with
the conversation about/at (?) the end(s) of philosophy (Percesepe, 1990: 120).
Christian scholarship points to the need for a systematic Biblical
philosophical framework thoroughly rooted in an understanding of the history
of philosophy and one=s own discipline. Once a student has understood that

observation and description of facts are thoroughly theory-laden, that theories
with their norms and patterns and standards of order are decisive
determinants of data and facts, then (s)he comes to realize that the rich
diversity of creation is always more encompassing than our theories are able to
explain. There are always many more theories available to explain the orderly
character of reality than only one. With this recognition inevitably comes the
recognition that Christians have to develop criteria to judge the claims of
pluralism and the plurality of theories. The perceptive student will soon ask:
Which theory is the right and true theory, and the Christian student will also
be asking which theory is compatible with the confessional commitments
professed at a Christian College. This is the crucial point in the practice of
Christian scholarship. This is not just the task of Philosophy. It requires hard
work at the level of Biblical foundations, hermeneutics and worldview
understanding. It also requires special scientific knowledge which is sensitive to
the presence of foundational issues and, in the final instance, it requires
systematic attention in the philosophies of the special scientific disciplines.
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